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IntraSystems to acquire ACCSCIENT Digital to enhance digital advisory and business 

transformation services 

 

Braintree, Massachusetts — April 2, 2024 — IntraSystems, a highly respected IT consulting company, 

managed services provider, and systems integrator founded in 1996, is thrilled to announce the acquisition of 

ACCSCIENT Digital to incorporate strategic advisory and digital transformation into its already robust range of IT 

solutions and services. With decades of proven success in deploying and delivering IT infrastructure, virtualization 

services, security, and cloud solutions, incorporating ACCSCIENT Digital's people-first organizational change 

management expertise. 

This acquisition marks a significant milestone for both organizations that promises enhanced solutions and services 

by combining the complementary breadth and depth of technical capabilities with a strategic advisory function. The 

result will help position IntraSystems as a single-source leader for technical, operational, strategic organizational 

growth, and innovation.  

"We are thrilled to join forces with ACCSCIENT Digital," said Paul Kunze, IntraSystems' CEO. "This acquisition 

represents a strategic alignment of our values, goals, and commitment to delivering exceptional value to our 

clients. Together, we are well-positioned to drive innovation, accelerate growth, and provide even greater solutions 

that address the evolving needs of our clients."  

"Joining the IntraSystems family is a natural step for ACCSCIENT Digital," said Robert Dillard, ACCSCIENT Digital's 

Managing Global Director. "By combining our expertise and resources, we can offer our clients a broader range of 

strategic solutions to architect executable strategies that inspire organizations and facilitate growth."  

IntraSystems and ACCSCIENT Digital remain fully committed to delivering clients the highest level of service and 

support throughout the transition period and beyond.  
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About IntraSystems  

Founded in 1996, IntraSystems is a highly respected IT consulting company, managed services provider, and 

systems integrator that specializes in the deployment and delivery of IT infrastructure, cybersecurity services and 

assessments, virtualization services, security, and cloud solutions.  IntraSystems has proven expertise in solving the 

many technology challenges that companies face today, such as keeping up with the ever-evolving security 

landscape, migrating to the cloud, and compliance requirements (i.e. GDPR, HIPAA, etc.). As a premier partner to 

many leading technology vendors in the industry, IntraSystems' highly certified engineers undergo extensive 

training regularly to keep up-to-date with the latest technology trends. IntraSystems' fully integrated project 

management methodology bridges customer needs with technical resolve that ensures successful implementation 

and completion of client initiatives.  

In December 2021, ACCSCIENT, LLC acquired IntraSystems. This acquisition has enabled IntraSystems to leverage 

resources across ACCSCIENT’s business units as well as expand its current suite of IT, cybersecurity, and cloud 

services to a national audience.  

 

About ACCSCIENT Digital  

ACCSCIENT Digital is a digital advisory providing deep experience in cloud, data and analytics, cybersecurity, 

enterprise applications, risk, and change management to help organizations identify gaps, solve problems, define 

objectives, and create a clear plan to achieve business goals.  
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